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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate the possibility of
using various plastic wastes containing High Density
Polyethylene as polymer additives to asphalt concrete. It
was investigated that the influence of HDPE-modified
binder obtained by various mixing time, mixing
temperature and HDPE content on the Marshall Stability,
flow and Marshall Quotient (Stability to flow ratio). Plastic
items are used in our everyday life. From greenhouse,
coating and wiring, to packaging, films, covers, bags and
containers. It is only reasonable to find out a considerable
amount of plastic.

Fig. 1.1 Types of plastic waste
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

This chapter presents the characteristics of SMA with
fibers to justify research aim and sets the
background
for the proposed work.
Vasudevan et. al. (2007), is like this work. Anyway this
work contrasts from Vasudevan et al (2007) in that utilized
LDPE/CRMB on SDBC, utilized diverse review bitumen
and taken higher level of modifier w.r.t. the bitumen
weight.
Aslam et. al. (2009), built up an adjusted method for the
making the asphalts of adaptable class. In the development
of adaptable asphalt the totals covered with plastic
uncovered improved restricting property. It has less
wetting property and voids. The plastic despoil combined
bitumen show that the including of plastic waste to
bitumen raises the outstanding softening point, diminishes
the entrance rate and the flexibility, enhances the glimmer

and fire point, increases Marshall dependability and
furthermore recuperates hostile to stripping properties. The
system has its own limitations. The planning of such
enhanced bitumen wants high power instigator with
thermostatic offices to keep up the temperature between
the 160 and 1800C.
David and Mary (2009), The Government Parkway
Organization (FHWA) completed a field concentrate to
investigate the execution of sulfur-extended black-top
(Ocean) to expected black-top solid (air conditioning) .
The fundamental choice was that there was no refinement
when all is said in done execution between the Ocean and
air conditioning portions. Sulfur did not construct or
decrease most test properties, and consistently it had no
effect on a given test property of a blend. Sulfur
diminished the impenetrability to sogginess vulnerability
in the examination office. There were moreover minor
examples demonstrating that with a few blends, sulfur may
diminish the vulnerability to rutting and extended the
shortcoming to weariness splitting. Sulfur broadened
black-top mix used inside black-top blend plan. It
completes that Thiopave can possibly diminish the general
obliged black-top asphalt profundity while starting at now
controlling resist the base of the black-top.
Bailey and Allen (2009), the union of the changed sulfur
pellets in the blend is expected to enhance black-top blend
properties keeping up functionality and similitude. The
outcomes deduced that the black-top blends holding the
changed sulfur pellets were demonstrated upgraded
execution appeared differently in relation to the standard
black-top blends.
increment in the temperature could influence the properties
of bitumen. The suitable stockpiling of such polymer
blended bitumen is greatly huge. It ought to be loaded up
in a cooler and it has been likewise alluded that it is
consistent for 6 hrs at a temperature of 1800C.
Sheikna Lebbai et. al. (2011), performed perusing reusing
of plastic waste and blending it through bitumen to set
streets. The innovation is straightforward however
imaginative, including, blending plastic 8% with bitumen
92% for street surfaces. Torn plastic waste continues as a
sturdy restricting means for tar, professional.
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Sabina et. al. (2012), depicts near execution of attributes of
bituminous solid mixes including plastic polymer (PP) (8%
and 15 % by weight of bitumen) with traditional
bituminous solid mixes which has been set up with 60/70
entrance lattice bitumen. Critical change in properties like,
held soundness, backhanded elasticity, marshal security
and rutting has been seen in pp adjusted bituminous
cement blends.
By and large, it can be construed that the total, when
covered with plastics (LDPE) enhanced its quality
concerning dampness consideration, voids, and soundness.
The covering of plastic lessens the noteworthy property
porosity and gets upgraded the class of the total and its
introduction in the adaptable asphalt. In any case, it
likewise instigates firmness. To make up for the firmness
incite, by the utilization of LDPE as modifier, scan the
writing for other modifier.
Mohammad T. Awwad et. al. (2013), introduced that
polyethylene as one kind of polymers is utilized to explore
the potential prospects to improve black-top blend
properties. The goals additionally incorporate deciding the
best sort of polyethylene to be utilized and its extent. Two
kinds of polyethylene were added to coat the total [High
Thickness Polyethylene (HDPE) and Low Thickness
Polyethylene (LDPE)]. The polymers were acquainted with
the blend in two states (Crushed and not Granulated).
Marshall blend configuration was utilized, first to decide
the ideal bitumen cover substance and after that further to
test the altered blend properties. The outcomes
demonstrated that granulated HDPE polyethylene modifier
gives better building properties. The suggested extent of
the modifier is 12% by the heaviness of bitumen content. It
is found to build the security, diminish the thickness and
marginally increment the air voids and the voids of mineral
total. The tests incorporate the assurance of mass
thickness, strength and stream. Marshall blend
configuration requires the assurance of the rates of air
voids and air voids of mineral total. Be that as it may, it is
vital that LDPE could be gotten from arranged waste
material. Along these lines, we can derive that LDPE is all
the more effortlessly accessible and in addition advances
squander material usage.
Vasudevan et. al. (2014), introduced an examination on the
arrangement of plastics squander – bitumen mix and its
roperties to discover the reasonableness of the mix for
street development, was done. An adjusted procedure was
produced and the stone total was covered with liquid
plastics and the plastics squander covered total (PCA) was
utilized as the crude material for adaptable development.
PCA demonstrated better restricting property. It had less
wetting property. Its voids were substantially less. The
example demonstrated higher Marshall Solidness esteem.
The streets laid utilizing PCA are performing admirably. A
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point by point contemplated is displayed.
Vasudevan et. al. (2015), additionally watched that the
polymer mixed bitumen has better properties with respect
to Softening point, Entrance point, Flexibility, Stripping
Worth and Marshall Dependability esteem. Subsequently
the mix can be utilized for laying adaptable asphalt. In this
examination both dry and wet procedures were utilized to
get ready changed bituminous blends. In the wet
procedure, the mixing was done by straightforwardly
blending the destroyed polymer with hot bitumen at 160
deg. C. In the dry procedure, a novel system was utilized to
utilize higher level of waste plastics in street development
and utilizing this strategy a substitute technique was
utilized. In this strategy, the waste polymer was included
the hot total (170deg.C). The polymer was covered over
the total. Here the spreading was simple. The hot total was
covered with polymer consistently. At that point the
Bitumen was included. The blending of bitumen with
polymer was occurring at the surface of the total. The
temperature was around 155 – 163 C. Both the polymer
and bitumen were in the fluid state.
III.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The growth in various types of industries together with
population growth has resulted in enormous increase in
economic activities world-wide.
 It is very much desirable that lives of roads be long
and requires minimum maintenance due to the over
loading of the vehicles.
 Due to the temperature varying of different conditions
of the bitumen road.
 Due to over raining swelling of roads in hilly area.
 Environments are affected too much due to waste
materials.
IV.

OBJECTIVES

 To study the physical properties of 60/70 grade
bitumen.
 To study properties bitumen with HDPE and without
HDPE.
V.

CONCLUSION

 Marshall’s mix design conducted on DBM using
HDPE results as per MORTH recommendations,
indicate the acceptability of the HDPE in Bituminous
Concrete mix, since in acceptable range.
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